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PRESENTATION [250-500 words]

[Describe the facts of the case, from initial presentation through diagnostic testing. Do NOT reveal the actual Diagnosis here.]

This is part of my manuscript’s main body. It’s in double-spaced, Times New Roman font, size 12. This section should be roughly 250-500 words long. This is part of my manuscript’s main body. It’s in double-spaced, Times New Roman font, size 12. This section should be roughly 250 to 500 words long.

DISCUSSION [usually 500-1000 words]

This is part of my manuscript’s main body. It’s in double-spaced, Times New Roman font, size 12. This section should be roughly 750-1,000 words long.

/Discussion usually includes topic subheadings such as

Differential Diagnosis

Actual Diagnosis

The Condition

Treatment / Management

Patient Course/

Lessons for the Clinician [100-150 words]

• Create a bullet-point list of 2 to 6 major take-home lessons that readers should remember from the case. If appropriate, support these with references.
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Figure 1. This is the legend from a figure from the review.
Figure 2. This is also a legend from a figure from the review.
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